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84, 86 Baldwin Street (circa 1850-1855)
From Boston Landmark Commission’s Charlestown Historic
Resources Study 1981 (E. W. Gordon, Consultant)*:

84, 86 Baldwin Street

1981

Numbers 84- 86 Baldwin Street is two story brick Greek
Revival double house. Each half has a granite basement, a flat
front, three bay main façade, and a side hall plan. The house
has a dentilated cornice and a gable roof, with tall dormer
windows. Short flights of granite stairs lead to recessed
entrances. The windows have simple granite sills and lintels.
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84 Baldwin Street

201
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86 Baldwin Street

2016

Builder: Amos Brown
Original owner: George R Baldwin; earliest owner-occupants,
George S Holt in 84 and Charles R Morris in 86
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Built circa 1850-1855, 84 and 86 Baldwin Street are key
components in the "wall" of red brick mid-19th century row
houses lining the northwestern side of Baldwin Street.
Architecturally, this double house is a solid example of mid19th-century Boston area Greek Revival domestic architecture
(see also sections of South End, South Boston, East Boston).
Their main façade is characterized by a pleasing planarity, and
surface decoration is limited to dentil-like brickwork at the
cornice.
These houses are the work of Charlestown housewright Amos
Brown (see form on 4-10 Mystic Street). He is credited with the
Italianate masonry rows at 4-10 Mystic Street, in 1854, and 4660 Baldwin Street, circa 1850-55. Evidently Brown built these
houses as an investment for George R Baldwin, circa 1850-55
(see Middlesex deed 711:4, 23 April 1855).
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Baldwin was the brother of the "father of American civil
engineering", Loammi Baldwin. George R Baldwin was a
leading consulting engineer in his own right. He assisted on the
construction of Charlestown’s Mystic Waterworks. By 1855 he
had moved to Québec, British Canada. Deeds referred to him as
"Commant at Québec".
Numbers 84 and 86's land is shown as lots 4 and 5 on a "Plan
of House Lots owned by George R Baldwin, March 1850." What
is now Baldwin Street, north of Bunker Hill Street, appears on
the 1818 map of Charlestown as the upland pasture of William
Symmes. The section of Baldwin Street between Bunker Hill
and Medford Streets was set out as early as 1837 as Coggins
Street. It was changed to Linden** Street in 1844. The segment
below Bunker Hill Street to Main Street was set out circa early
1850s and was early on called Baldwin Street. Both segments
of Baldwin Street were united under the Baldwin name in the
late 1860s.
The earliest-owner occupants of 84 and 86 were two
teamsters, George S Holt in 84 and Charles R Morris at 86. Holt
paid Brown $4200 for 84 on May 5, 1855 (711:6) and Morris
paid Brown $4000 for 86 on May 11, 1855 (711:82). Holt
briefly owned both houses (1865-66), paying Morris $4500 for
86 on July 12, 1865. Early deeds for these properties set forth
the following restrictions: "no buildings shall ever be erected
on this land of any other material than brick or stone and has
to be at least two stories tall". Furthermore buildings on these
lines could only be used "as dwellings or shop with no
offensive trade or employment".
Holt sold 86 to John Ebenezer Barnes, a master mariner, for
$5000 on June 30, 1866 (971:296). From 1869 until
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approximately 1885, James M Beard owned 86, while 84 was
owned by George S Holt from the early 1850s until at least the
mid-1880s.
Bibliography:
Maps- 1818, 1833, 1839, 1843, 1851
Atlases-1875, 1885, 1892, 1901
Charlestown directories-1834-1874
Middlesex deeds- #84, 711:4, 711:6; # 86, 711:82, 931:13,
1051:597, 1081:270
For information on Baldwin family see Timothy Sawyer's Old
Charlestown, 1902
*Digitized and edited, without change in content, from the
scanned record in the Massachusetts Cultural Resource
Information System, with the addition of current photographs.
In the case of houses that have been altered since the survey,
these photographs may not entirely correspond to the
architectural description. If earlier photographs of suitable
quality are available, these have been included.
R Dinsmore
** Lincoln Street in the Felton and Parker map, 1848, and the
McIntire map, 1852

